ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS
PHILIPPE60 CONFERENCE, June 24-26, 2024

The easiest way to reach IPhT from Paris via public transportation is to take the train RER B up to the station *Le Guichet*, then take a bus. Here is the (theoretical) timetable of the RER B towards Le Guichet on the days of the conference.

**From Le Guichet to IPhT via our special bus:** (If you take the RER B or if you stay at nearby hotel in Orsay).
We have arranged a special bus leaving every morning from the RER B *Le Guichet* to the conference venue, and every evening after the last talk in the opposite direction (from IPhT to Le Guichet).

Departure in the **morning is at 9.00 am.**

![Map of Le Guichet to IPhT](https://example.com/map1)

**Exact departure location:** (see map on the left)
In order to get from the RER B *Le Guichet* train station to the bus, follow the crowd exiting the train at *Le Guichet*, pass below the railways, and walk along a brasserie. Cross the road, then walk along a kindergarten and through a pedestrian walk you will get to the bus station, on the opposite side of Rue Louise Weiss. See map on the left.

To avoid confusion with other buses possibly floating around in Orsay, the bus you will have to take is a **bus "Savac"** and it will have next to the driver a poster of the conference.

**From Le Guichet to IPhT via public bus line 9:** you can also reach the conference venue by taking a public bus. Bus #9 leaves every 5’ at rush hours (every 15’ off peak), and reaches *Orme des Merisiers* in 8’.

![Map of Le Guichet to IPhT](https://example.com/map2)

**Entering the Site:** (see map on the right)
Exit the bus at *Orme des Merisiers*. There is a gate for pedestrian access right in front of the bus stop. After the gate, go right. Once you reach the road, go left. IPhT is building 774 at the end of the road on the right side (approx. 10’ walk from the bus stop).
Leaving the conference:
To go back to Le Guichet you can take our special bus, leaving daily after the last talk to Le Guichet (planned departure time: Monday and Tuesday 6:00pm, Wednesday 5:15pm)

Alternatively, you can reach Le Guichet by public bus #9 (from the stop “Orme des Merisiers” next to the entrance of CEA) then you can get to Paris or to airport by RER B.

Contact Information:
In case of an emergency do not hesitate to get in touch with Emmanuel Guitter (emmanuel.guitter@ipht.fr)